
Preface
Beethoven began writing his Eighth Symphony during the second half of
the year 1811, while he was still working on the Seventh. He finished the
Eighth immediately after completing its fellow piece in October 1812.
Due to the disruptions caused by the war, the first performance of the
work was not given until 27 February 1814. This concert, at which the
Seventh was given a repeat performance along with the Battle Sym-
phony Wellington’s Victory, was held at the large Redoutensaal in 
Vienna under the composer’s direction. Similarly to the relationship of
the Fourth and Sixth Symphonies to the Fifth, the Eighth, to a certain 
extent, also displays an alternative character in relation to the Seventh:
the powerful, demonstrative dramatic surge and extreme contrasts of
the Fifth and Seventh seem to be reduced to a less emotion-laden,
more “organic” unfolding of the musical processes. This is also echoed
in the choice of keys: B flat major in the Fourth and the a priori “pasto-
ral” key of F major in the Sixth and Eighth, both of which have slow 
movements in B flat major. While the F minor “storm” movement of the
Sixth provides a massive contrasting force, the Eighth is Beethoven’s
only symphony in which all four movements are in a major mode. At its
first performance in 1814, the Eighth compared badly to the Seventh,
which was also played at the concert, and to this day it ranks among
Beethoven’s less popular and less frequently played symphonies, 
notwithstanding its no less considerable musical qualities.
Asked why the Eighth was not received as enthusiastically as the Sev-
enth by the audience, Beethoven responded: “That’s because it is so
much better.”1 He was no doubt referring to the work’s wealth of com-
positional subtleties, which were less obvious to the public, even though
they were already clearly pointed out by early, aesthetically knowledge-
able reviewers.2 In the later 19th century, as music literature increasingly
sought to append quasi-literary programs to Beethoven’s symphonies,
the Eighth, proving totally unsuited to such endeavors, was generally 
labeled as “light-hearted” and “humorous”, and thus dismissed as light-
weight and less “important”. One often quotes Richard Wagner’s words
that “never art of the world has created something as light-hearted as
this”3, whereby one readily ignores that Wagner also ascribed this to 
the Seventh Symphony, and that he most likely meant an “Olympian 
serenity”, a masterful ease on the highest level.
The theme of the first movement, Allegro vivace e con brio, bears a 
relationship to the Allegro theme of the first movement of its fellow work.
With its richly varied articulation, it suggests a sphere placidly rotating 
on itself instead of a theme that surges onward with restless elation, as
in the Seventh. The final note of the theme is at the same time the first
note of its joyful extension in the manner of a consequent phrase. By 
eliminating the closing note in the sequence of a thematic song-form
period, Beethoven uses a device that goes back to the 18th century 
and is characteristic of the concentrated, “stringent” overall form of the
movement.4

The theme of the Allegretto scherzando is also found in the Canon 
WoO 162 “Ta-ta-ta-ta”, which Beethoven's biographer Anton Schindler
claims the composer wrote in spring 1812 for the inventor of the metro-
nome, Johann Nepomuk Mälzel. Recent research questions Schindler's
credibility by advancing the hypothesis that Schindler himself under-
laid the text to the symphonic theme after 1844.5 However, since this
theme is not treated as a canon, WoO 162 could indeed have been
based on a lost preliminary piece, perhaps an earlier occasional work,
which was later adapted to the final symphonic version of the theme 
in Op. 93.
Beethoven superscribed the third movement with Tempo di Menuetto,
thus conjuring up the world of Haydn and Mozart. Now, however, it
bears less the stately-aristocratic manner of the 18th century than the
character of a folkloric, rustically coarse dance scene – note the jocular
use of trumpets and timpani – that stands in a powerful contrast to the
more contemplative sounds of the horn in the Trio.
The Allegro vivace finale begins in a traditional, rousing, “last dance”
mood of merry festiveness, only to turn into the symphony’s longest
movement, a combination of rondo and sonata form. One peculiarity of
this movement was already described by early reviewers as a mischie-
vous and exuberantly boisterous surprise effect6: the F major lightness

of the main theme, presented in the dynamic sequence pp, più p and
ppp is interrupted by the sudden ff unison attack on c sharp at the first
tutti entrance; this is not enough, however, to throw the “musical cele-
bration” off balance. It is not until the final development (bars 372ff.) that
the fun really begins: the “alienating” note bursts into the merry revelry
five times in succession, after which the theme, finally thrown off track,
is heard in F sharp minor, thus “losing its composure” for a brief spell.
This is the only demonstrative appearance of the minor-mode aspect in
the entire symphony! We are reminded of the finale of Mozart’s Don Gio-
vanni, where the stone guest announces his arrival and the fate of his
lusty host with menacing knocks at the door.7 Try as it may to return to
the security of F major, the finale of the Eighth cannot restore its previous
impression of unbroken merriment, which these tones have definitively
called into question. The world of 1812 was no longer that of the 18th
century, and Beethoven was unable to banish the substratum of pro-
found personal suffering in this work either, after which he interrupted
his previously continuous symphonic oeuvre for an entire decade.

This present edition is based on all surviving sources: the autograph, the
subsequent copies of the score and parts, as well as the first edition
published in score and parts by the Viennese publisher S. A. Steiner and
Comp. in 1817. They bring to light some truly difficult variants in the
readings, where one was constantly obliged to search for the readings
that ultimately go back to Beethoven’s final decisions by constantly
weighing aspects of source philology and musical practice over and
over again. Since in many cases Beethoven did not enter into the auto-
graph changes made at a later date, the autograph cannot be con-
sidered as primarily binding in every case, thus for example in the spec-
tacular case of the violins at bar 44 of the first movement, where both 
of Beethoven’s preceding sketches as well as all successive sources 
differ from the reading in the autograph. Beethoven laid down the me-
tronome markings for this symphony at a later date, at the same time
that he established those for Symphonies Nos. 1–7. He sent them to
the Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung in Leipzig, which published them 
in its edition of 17 December 1817.
We wish to thank the staffs of all the libraries and archives mentioned in
the source listing for placing the source material at our disposal.

Leipzig, Spring 2002 Peter Hauschild
(Translation: Roger Clement)
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